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MEASUREMENTS ON THE TRANSPARENCY OF
SEA-WATER OFF THE COAST OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

BY
R. T. YOUNG, JR.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
and

Scripps Institution of Oceanography*

In a series of papers (7a, b, c, d, e) Pettersson has described the construction and use of a transparency meter and has given the results of transparency measurements at several stations in Swedish waters. Two of the main
difficulties in determining the transparency of sea-water by measuring submarine daylight arise from fluctuations of the surface intensity and from the
rapid decrease of intensity with depth. The transparency meter uses an
artificial source of light, thus ensuring constant intensity. The present
paper reports transparency measurements for 23 stations off the coast of
Southern California.
The essential features of the optical and electrical arrangement are shown
in Fig. 32. Light from the source Sis collimated by the lens L and is re=F
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Figure 32. Optical and electrical design of transparency meter. R: silvered plate glass
mirror. B : perforated brass cylinder. P, P,. and P,: ½" plate glass. C and C, : Weston
Photronic cell, model 594. S: 50 cp, 12-16 volt automotive headlight bulb. Operated at
14 volts and 3.00 amperes. F, F,: Schott VG-9 green filter 2 mm. thick. 0: opal diffusing
glass. M: Westinghouse PX-4 ammeter. G : Weston model galvanometer.

* Contributions from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. New Series, No. 68.
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fleeted from the mirror R to the photronic cell C1. Variations of the cell output measure variations of the transpare?cy of the ~ater col_umn ~raversed.
The light source and cell are encl~sed i~ a water-tight casmg with sea)ed
glass ports P 1 and P 2 • The mirror is earned by rods at:ached to the casmg
to give a total path length in water of 184 cm. The mstrument was suspended in a horizontal position, thus giving readings for a w~ll defined
depth. The casing contained drying agents to prevent condensation on the
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Figure 33. Relative response curve of Photronic cell and filter combination. Full curve:
lamp light; dotted curve: sunlight.

inside surfaces of the windows. The horizontal cell C was used to measure
natural daylight. A .four strand rubber covered cable enters the casing
through a stuffing box. Current for the lamp was supplied by storage cells
and controlled by the rheostat N. The current was read on the meter M to
within .01 amperes. At 3 amperes, the current rating of the lamp, a variation of .01 ampere caused a 2% variation of the cell output. The current
delivered by the cell was read on the galvanometer G which was shunted by
a universal shunt whose total resistance is the critical damping resistance
of the galvanometer. The cell output and resistance of the circuit were
such that one always worked on the linear portion of the response curve of
the cell. The galvanometer deflections were hence always proportional to
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the light intensity incident on the cell. B is a perforated cylinder of sheet
brass, 45 cm. long. This cylinder serves to cut out the submarine daylight.
The natural light incident on C1 never amounted to more than 7o/c0 of the
artificial light.
Fi~ters F and F2 were used over each cell. If G().), H().) and J().) are the
relative spectral response of the cell, the relative transmissivety of the
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Figure 34.

Location of stations.

filter and the relative spectral intensity of the incident light respectively,
then R().) = G().)If().)J().) is the relative spectral response of the cell and
filter system to the given incident light. In Fig. 33 are given the curves of
R().) for light emitted by the lamp and for sunlight. Characteristics of the
cell, lamp and filter were obtained from their manufacturers. The data for
the cell and lamp are for an average product and the characteristics of an
individual sample may differ considerably from the average. However,
since the transmission factor If().) controls the shape of the relative response
curve, considerable differences in G(),) or J().) do not materially affect the
shape of the curve of R().). J().) for sunlight was obtained from curves
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given in Duggar's "Biological Effects of Radiation" (4) which are based on
data of Abbot's (1).
The relative response curves of R()..) are very similar for lamplight and
sunlight. To calculate the relative response curve of the cell and filter
combination for the two radiations after they have passed through water,
one would establish the function R()..)e-k<>-)x= S().., x) where k()..) is the
extinction coefficient. The two curves for S().., x) will remain similar if xis
the same. However, while xis constant at all depths for the transparency
meter, for sunlight x increases as the depth, and the response curves will
not remain similar to themselves. Extinction coefficients calculated for
sunlight and for lamplight will not be the same unless S().., x) is the same
for the two radiations at all depths. The relative energy in sunlight will be
increasingly concentrated in the spectral region for which k().) is a minimum.
If this value for k()..) is near the maximum of the response function R()..),
S().., x) for sunlight will only change slowly with increasing depth, and its
maximum will not be greatly shifted.
The instrument was operated as a part of the routine hydrographic measurements on the August, 1938, cruise of the Scripps Institution's new boat,
the E. W. Scripps. Fig. 34 is a map showing the location of the stations
worked. As can be seen, a rectangular area roughly 300 miles parallel and
150 miles perpendicular to the coast was covered. We have thus obtained
data on the variation of transparency with depth for an extended body of
water. Data on salinity, temperature and plankton are available for all
the stations. Besides the stations shown on the map, two others were
worked in the vicinity of Monterey Bay, 150 miles north of the area shown.
At every station readings were taken at 5 meters, 10 meters, and thereafter
every 10 meters down to 60 meters.
The data is presented by the graphs of Fig. 35. Abcissae are values of the
galvanometer deflections relative to that at the 60 meter depth for each
station. While extinction coefficients are of course proportional to the
logarithm of the photo-cell current, variations of the current itself can
equally well be used to describe variations in transparency. The locations
of Stations 3 to 31 and A are shown in Fig. 34. Station B is five miles off
Monterey, C a quarter of a mile offshore. Each point of the graphs represents the average of readings of the instrument as it was lowered and raised.
Taking the data as a whole the average deviation of the two readings from
their mean value is 4%. The maximum deviation is 30% . In every case
the variation was in the same direction, going down or coming up. In
man! cases the deviations probably arise from the fact that the instrument1
for hke depths as measured on the cable, is not at the same level coming up
as going down due to varying set of the line.
It was impossible to compare the readings at one station with those at
another. To do this, one musLbe able to obtain readings at each station
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for some standard condition, say for air. Due to the fact that the beam is
not perpendicular to the exit window P 2, its path in water is different from
that in air. For use on board boat the path had to be permanently adjusted so that in water the center of the beam struck the center of the
photo-cell. This meant that in air only a fraction of the beam was incident
on the cell. Under these conditions the cell output was very sensitive to
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Variation of transparency with depth.

adjustments of the beam. Under the necessarily rough treatment to which
the instrument was subject it was impossible to be sure of the beam adjustment from station to station. Pettersson (2) has described a design wherein
the beam is normal to the windows, which overcomes this difficulty. Also
the instrument readings depend on the cleanliness of the glass surfaces. To
obtain consistent readings in air they should be optically clean, and with
stations in many cases being worked every two hours it was impossible to
accomplish this. In water the windows clean themselves and it is believed
that at a single station the readings are a reliable indication of the transparency.
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Though differing greatly in detail, the majority of the curves fall into
one or the other of two groups : (a) transparency goes through a definite
minimum and (b) transparency increases monotonically from the surface
down. Stations 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9A, l0A, 15, 16, 18A, 28A and 29 belong in
the first group and Stations 11, 18, 19, A and C in the second group. All the
minima in group (a) occur at either 20 or 30 meters. There appears to be no
correlation between this grouping and the location of the stations. The
transparency at the remaining stations, namely 10, 27, 31 and B does not
appear to follow any definite trend. Station C, at which the range of
variation is the greatest is very near shore and the absolute value of the
extinction coefficient, as determined from measurements on daylight, was
very large at this station.
From the temperature and salinity data, densities have been computed
for all stations. There is no clear cut correlation between transparency
and density. Pettersson (7a, b, c, d), has compared transparencies and
salinities and finds in some cases that a marked density boundary, such as
commonly occurs within fjords, is accompanied by a sharp minimum in the
transparency. He attributes this to the fact that at a density boundary
there will be a concentration of organic particles in the uppermost stratum
of the denser water in the immediate vicinity of the boundary. At the
stations investigated by us there were no density stratifications as marked
as those encountered by Pettersson. In the table below are given the
densities in terms of cr, = (Ps, i. 0 - 1)103 (where Ps, 1, 0 is a function of salinity
and temperature, but compressibility has been neglected) for a few representative stations.
Sta.
0 ..
10 .
25 .
50 .
75 . .

4

7

11

24.18
24.30
24.38
25 .02
25.35

24 .14
24 .30
24.52
25.16
25.45

24 .33
24.46
24.66
25 .39
25 .86

15
23 .49
23 .65
25 .24
25 .70
25.94

29
23 .99
24.09
24 . 10
25.23
25 .65

Though the minimum in transparency at Stations 4, 15 and 29 at 30 or
40 m. may be associated with the maximum slope of the density curve which
lies between 25-50 meters, in the case of the other two stations which have
'
the most marked changes of density, there are no corresponding
transparency minima.
Throug_h the kindness of Prof. W. E. Allen plankton counts, together with
rou_gh estimates of the amounts of debris, are available for every depth at
w~1ch transparency measurements were made. These have been compared
with the transparency data. For the open-water stations shown in Fig. 34
the J?lankton densities ranged from 0 to 9,000 cells per liter. These are
relatively very small concentrations and in general no definite correlation
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has been established between number of plankton and transparency. It
was observed, however, with but one exception, that if the difference of the
number of plankton between two depths was greater than 2,000 cells per
liter, the transparency increased or decreased in the expected direction.
This was not, however, the case for Stations B and C where the plankton
counts ranged from 0 to 172,000 cells per liter. It is to be pointed out also
that for the open-water stations there were variations in transparency up
to 20% where plankton densities were negligible throughout the range of
depths investigated. At the majority of stations the volume of debris was
from 10 to 100 times that of the living plankton, and in general varied in
the same manner as the plankton. Where there were differences, what
correlation existed between transparency and particle concentration seemed
to follow the plankton. Pettersson (7a, b, c, d) has investigated the relation
between particle concentration and transparency. He finds in some cases
that sharp minima in transparency are accompanied by large concentrations of plankton or debris, but in other cases he finds variations in transparency which he is unable to explain on the basis of plankton or detritus
content. The plankton concentrations reported by Pettersson vary up to
3,000,000 cells per liter. He finds (7b, c, e), however, that in almost every
case the transparency and scattering curves are anti-symmetrical, i.e.
decreases of transparency are always accompanied by increases of scattering.
Where this is not true a coloring agency may be held responsible for the
discrepancy; vide Kalle (6), James and Birge (5). This is not likely to play
any significant role in off shore stations. This indicates that the same
factors responsible for variations in transparency are responsible for variations in scattering. It would therefore appear probable that suspended
materials, too fine to be detected by straining, are involved. This conclusion has been arrived at by Whitney (8) on the basis of transparency measurements on lake waters. James and Birge (5) point out the existence of
suspensoids in lakes (material which does not settle out) and Clarke and
James (3) discuss this question for sea-water.
If I O is the intensity of light emerging from the exit window of the equipment, 11 the intensity at a depth z1 and 12 the intensity at a depth z2, incident
on the entrance window, then:
/ 1 = J 0e-kix and / 2 = l 0e-k,x where k1 and /c 2 are the extinction coefficients
for a beam of parallel light at the two depths and x is the path length in
water. Dividing, we obtain
12/11 = e-(k,-k,)x = e-t.kx where 6.k = lc2 - k1.
Consider determinations of the intensity of submarine daylight as made with
the horizontal cell. If Ii' and 12' are the respective intensities of submarine
daylight at depths z1' and z2', and / 1" and 12" are intensities at depths
z1" and z/' :
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and [ 2"/Ii'' = e-k,'(z,"-zi") where k1' and~, are the
mean vertical extinction coefficients between the depths in question. We
would like to compare !::.k and !::.le' where !::.k' = le,/ - k1'- If they agree
it would be possible, given the intensity of submarine daylight at a single
depth, to use the transparency meter readings to determine it at all depths.
If µ is the true absorption coefficient and o; the scattering coefficient:
k = µ + o:. Now the effect of scattering on the intensity of light incident on the receiving cell is entirely different in the case of the transparency meter than in the case of a cell receiving daylight. In the former,
light scattered from the beam is almost completely lost, whereas in the
case of daylight, light lost by scattering from one element of path will
be regained from another path element. As Pettersson points out, this
makes the transparency meter superior to daylight meters for locating
masses of suspended material. We can expect agreement between calculations of extinction coefficients from the two types of data only if the scattering coefficient is small compared to the absorption coefficient, or if the
scattering coefficient remains constant. Pettersson (7c) has compared extinction coefficients obtained in the two ways, using unfiltered cells. He
finds the vertical coefficient becomes progressively smaller than the coefficient determined from the transparency meter. This is due to the progressive hardening of the light as the less penetrating wave-lengths are
absorbed. In our case, however, reference to Fig. 33 shows that such an
effect would be small.
We have made measurements on daylight at Stations 10, lOA, 15, 15A
and A.

=

e-ki'(z,'-zi')

Station
Depth .. ... .. .. .. .
Vert. extinc. coeff. ... .. .... .
Depth

20-30 m
30-40
40-50
5G-60

10

JOA

15

15A

50-60
.060

50-60
.061

5G-60
.046

50-60

A
Vert. ext. coeff. k'

.079
.086
.082
.061

.049

Parallel e:r.t. coeff. k

.039
.047
.032
.072

. The readings at Stations 10, lOA, 15 and 15A are included to give an
idea of the absolute magnitude of the vertical extinction coefficients in this
body of wa!er. _They agree with coefficients obtained two years earlier for
several stat10ns m the same region (6). The data for Station A shows that
the scattering phenomenon is the controlling factor in the extinction coefficients for parallel light.
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In conclusion the author wishes to express his appreciation to Dr. H. U.
Sverdrup for the opportunity to carry on this work at the Scripps Institution. The author is also indebted to Dr. H. Pettersson for helpful criticisms
of the manuscript.
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